Vertical Saws: A Safer Way to Size a Panel
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Every year more than 33,000 table saw-related injuries are treated at emergency rooms across the
nation, according to a 2007-2008 study by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). More
than 10 percent of those injuries result in painful and sometimes life-changing amputations.
While the vast majority of table saw injuries are suffered in home workshops, on average, a saw-related
workplace accident requiring medical attention occurs each day.
CPSC observes that the number one contributor to table saw accidents involves saw blade guards
“deliberately removed” by their users. Why? A common explanation offered by sawyers who partake in
this dangerous practice is that the guard inhibits their view of the cutting action. Another reason often
cited is that removal eliminates a workpiece from jamming between the blade and the guard.
The CPSC is taking dead aim at reducing table saw injuries. The product safety agency is entering its fifth
year of developing a table saw safety regulation that likely will lead to higher product prices.
Vertical Saws: A Safety Solution
Safety Speed Manufacturing of Ham Lake, MN, offers practical and productivity enhancing solutions to
facilitate shop saw safety for sizing panels via its extensive line of vertical panel saws.
Renowned for their ability to perform accurate cuts in a small footprint, vertical panel saws are
inherently safer than their horizontal counterparts for sizing panels because the operator’s hands are
shielded from the spinning blade by a guard that is integrally attached to the saw carriage.
Whereas a table saw operator pushes a workpiece toward and through a stationary saw blade, the
enclosed saw blade of a vertical panel saw travels through a stationary panel.

“Anyone who has tried to size a 4 x 8 or larger panel on a table saw or hand-held circular saw knows
that it is anything but simple, not to mention dangerous,” says Tom Houska, marketing manager for
Safety Speed. “As our company name implies, our panels saws feature important safety features not
found on most table saws. Our blade enclosures significantly reduce the risk of casual contact with the
operator.”
Preventing Kickback
Another common accident risk associated with table saws is kickback, a violent reaction that results
when a saw blade binds. When binding occurs, the workpiece suddenly reverses course and shoots like a
projectile toward the operator.
Houska notes that Safety Speed’s vertical panel saws are less prone to kickback. “Our precision
production guide systems eliminate the need for a fence which is the cause of most serious kickback
injuries,” he says.
In addition, all Safety Speed vertical saws are equipped with riving knives, which further protect the
operator in the event of a saw blade binding. “The use of a riving knife is the easiest and safest way to
prevent binding,” Houska says. “This device, which is standard on all of our models, is a hook-shaped
piece of metal that is mounted directly behind the blade. The riving knife helps prevent the upper and
lower pieces of wood from binding together after the cut is performed.
As a further precaution, Houska recommends regularly inspecting blades to make sure they are sharp
and clean. “Dull or dirty blades tend to bind and stall more often, increasing the risk of kickback.”
Additional Safety Features
Houska notes that in addition to standard safety features like riving knives, some of Safety Speed’s
vertical panel saw models offer special safety features.
“Our C-Series and H-Series saws have large red stop paddle-style switches located right behind the
operator’s handle. All the operator has to do is bump the stop paddles and it will quickly shut off the
machine’s power.
“Our model 7000 and 7400 saws have built-in material pressure systems featuring a rugged saw foot
that provides adjustable pressure against the workpiece and also provides additional protection around
the saw blade,” Houska continues. “Our model ES5210 has a variety of safety switches that will cut off
the power if the motor and beam are not locked in the appropriate positions. We also have a variety of
accessories that expand the versatility and productivity of our panel saws.”
No matter how many safety features are engineered into its saws, Houska says it is very important that
saw operators thoroughly read the owner’s manual before running the saw. A number of do’s and don’ts
extracted from the manual are highlighted in the chart below.
In addition, Safety Speed has produced several videos demonstrating safe operation and general
maintenance of its equipment.
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